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ALPHABET

 Consider the alphabet.  Maybe say it out loud.

 Now say it backwards!

 A computer has no difficulty in doing this, as it sees 
the alphabet as data that can be examined differently. 

 But humans have to ‘save’ a separate backwards
version of the alphabet in order to do it confidently.

 Kurzweil, 2014.



HOWEVER…

 Aoccdrnig to a rseheearcr at Cmabrigde Uinerevtisy it 

deosn’t mttaer in waht oredr the ltteers in a wrod are, the 

only iprmoatnt tihng is taht the frist and lsat ltteer be at 

the rghit pclae.  The rset can be a tatol mses and you can 

still raed it wouthit porbelm.

 Mlodinow, 2018.



BRAINS AND COMPUTERS

 We can usually read the previous 

statement with very little difficulty.

 A computer would struggle (and, without a 

specifically-designed programme, quite 

likely fail) to do the same.



BRAINS AND COMPUTERS

 Computers usually work analytically; 

based on algorithms, scripts and 

ultimately logical progressions.

 Humans have been encouraged to 

do the same – logic is prized.



 Increasing tendency 

toward logic may be a 

result of Jaron Lanier’s 

‘lock-in’:

 A decision is made about 

how an important process 

or device is designed, and 

then this can never be 

changed

LANIER’S ‘LOCK-IN’ (2011)



 London Underground was 

designed for Victorian trains 

and passenger numbers

 Now it would be too expensive 

to change it all for modern 

needs

 Systemic interdependencies

‘LANIER’S ‘LOCK-IN’



 Computers are the same

 Eg. Once the decision was made to 
work in Files and Folders, arguably it 
can no longer be changed

 Computers are so pervasive, Lanier 
suggests their use has changed the 
way we think about information, 
problem-solving etc.

‘LANIER’S ‘LOCK-IN’



LANIER: UNIX

 UNIX is an elementary OS from 

the 1970s.  Very logic-heavy. 

Lanier calls it ‘brittle’.

 Draws parallels to his present-

day iPhone, and the ‘echoes’ of 

UNIX still present



 ‘When developers of digital 

technologies design a program 

that requires you to interact with 

a computer as if it were a person, 

they ask you to accept in some 

corner of your brain that you 

might also be conceived of as a 

program’.    

 Lanier, 2010.

LANIER’S ‘LOCK-IN’ (2011)



LOCKDOWN

 We’ve now spent over a year 

communicating, socialising

and learning in an almost 

exclusively online context

 Will this have accentuated our 

machine-like thinking?



EDUCATION

 Social Constructivists (Wight & Chapparo
perhaps) might tell us that the absence of 
physical space and connection will have had 
detrimental consequences on learning.

 Meanwhile Claxton (2021) discusses the 
three ‘speeds’ of education with his river 
analogy; 

 Online preferences focus on ‘visible’ and 
‘tangible’ (fast-moving), harder to include 
the attitude development (slow) which 
comes from in-class values and culture of 
learning



PATTERN-RECOGNITION

 Aoccdrnig to a rseheearcr at Cmabrigde Uinerevtisy it 

deosn’t mttaer in waht oredr the ltteers in a wrod are, the 

only iprmoatnt tihng is taht the frist and lsat ltteer be at 

the rghit pclae.  The rset can be a tatol mses and you can 

still raed it wouthit porbelm.

 Mlodinow, 2018.















MEMORIES THROUGH PATTERNS

 Memories rely on pattern recognition in order to be triggered; the stronger a 
memory is ‘wired’ to stronger pattern recognition, the stronger it becomes. 

 To me, Kurzweil’s PRTM clearly reflects what those of us in education who are 
drawn to a Constructivist position will recognise

 Hierarchical and holarchic, systemic understanding through developed 
connections and schemas etc.



ONLINE PATTERNS?

 What does this suggest for our 
students who have been doing 
their best to learn online for a 
year?

 Firstly, their pattern recognition is 
likely to be heavily visual, so even if 
lectures have been text and verbal, 
visual cues may help transition 
back to in-class learning.


